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US Futures-World Markets: US markets finally took a breather. On Wednesday, we asked what causes a riskoff event. Well, it was just good, old-fashioned profit taking. Robinhood traders and the Barstool investing
crowd didn’t realize stocks could go down. At least of for one day, BTFD didn’t work. Remains to be seen if a
one day 5% selloff is enough of an unwind. It doesn’t look like it right now, but we’ll see. S&P futures have
stabilized, but the Nasdaq looks ugly as big-tech sees more selling pressure. Interesting to see how weekly
options expiration affects these stocks, as there is a lot going on below the surface of this market in
derivatives. Economists forecast the unemployment to drop below 10% with 1.4 million jobs added. Report is
out at 8:30am. Let’s put the selloff into perspective. After last night’s close, Tesla is+386% YTD, Zoom is
+460%YTD , DocuSign is +226%YTD, Peloton is +189%YTD, DraftKings +257%YTD, Apple is +64%YTD,
Amazon is +82%YTD. Toss in a new SPAC IPO every day and this has been a one-sided market. A little dose of
reality is healthy and a good reminder that stocks are risky assets. The game is never easy. “Coffee is for
closers!” “ You see this watch? ” https://bit.ly/3lPi6DU Beware foul language. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value:
+10.40, 10-Yr Yield: 0.651%.
CORE Headlines:
 U.S. job growth likely slowed further in August as financial assistance from the government ran out,
threatening the economy's recovery from the COVID-19 recession. Nonfarm payrolls likely rose by 1.4
million jobs last month.-Reuters
 The Justice Department, which has been conducting an antitrust investigation of Alphabet's Google,
plans to bring a lawsuit against Google as soon as this month.-Reuters
 Investment-banking and trading revenues hit an eight-year high in the first half, a counterintuitive
boom that shows the heavy hand of the Federal Reserve and the gulf between financial markets and
the real economy.-WSJ
 Nearly two-thirds of restaurants in New York State say they’ll have to shut their doors if they don’t
obtain additional government relief, according to a grim survey released yesterday by the New York
State Restaurant Association.-NYP
 From India to Mexico and Brazil, the world’s biggest developing countries are witnessing some of the
steepest economic contractions on record, throwing tens of millions out of work and turning back the
clock on gains against poverty.-WSJ
 Cities and towns are using artificial intelligence and other technologies to monitor short-term homerental activity, and with budgets in the hole, some localities hope the tools can identify tax-revenue
opportunities.-WSJ
 TSLA: The electric vehicle manufacturer added job listings on its website for engineers specializing in
video game software that would probably be used on its large touch-screen displays, which
passengers can use to play video games when the vehicle is parked.-USA
 More than five months after the coronavirus pandemic started, layoffs remain widespread, the latest
sign of the labor market’s painstakingly slow recovery, and the damage to the economy has been
wide and deep—as of mid-August, more than 29M Americans were receiving some sort of
unemployment insurance.-NYT
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Prime Minister Netanyahu of Israel privately went along with a plan for the Trump administration to
sell advanced weapons to the United Arab Emirates, despite publicly saying later that he opposed the
arms deal, according to officials familiar with the negotiations.-NYT
American farmers are set to receive a record amount of federal payments this year, the bulk of which
will come from ad hoc disaster programs, including a coronavirus relief scheme—sparking
accusations Trump is trying to lock down agricultural votes ahead of the November election.-FT
German chancellor Angela Merkel is facing growing pressure to terminate the controversial Nord
Stream 2 gas pipeline project, which will transport gas from Russia to Germany, to punish Moscow for
its alleged poisoning of opposition leader activist Alexei Navalny.-FT
AAPL’s attempt to single-handedly change the way internet advertising works will affect everyone,
from its giant tech rivals—most notably, FB, which plans to fight the move—to any developer or
publisher that uses ad technology to monitor what their app users are doing on the internet.-Recode
Pfizer (PFE) expects clarity on efficacy of its SARS-CoV-2 vaccine in October.-Reuters

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Medium: A major part of our economy hinges on workers going back to the office
https://bit.ly/2EXPlnX (Who is going to buy all those $15 kales salads and $6 sugarita frappucinos?)
 Demographic Research: Be generous, live longer https://bit.ly/3hZGHUu (Seems simple. Amazing how
the article doesn’t mention socialism.)
 CBS Sports: Kentucky Derby preview https://bit.ly/2Z4S5a6
 NYT: Excellent obituary on Tom Seaver https://nyti.ms/3h0ufSQ
Charts from The Daily Shot (@SoberLook):

The market finally saw a healthy adjustment, as the dealers’ short gamma exposure exacerbated the selloff (the same
effect that created the melt-up). The tech mega-cap shares sold off.
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Source: @markets Read full article
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VIX spiked.

Source: @jsblokland

Social media lit up with retail traders discussing their losses.
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•Reddit

Source: reddit Read full article

• Twitter:
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The leveraged Nasdaq 100 ETF (TQQQ) was down 15%, with trading volumes hitting records. The leveraged short-QQQ
(SQQQ) also saw a spike in volume (second chart).
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Source: @JSeyff
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Here is a list of bear markets and recoveries since 1929.

Source: Hugo Ste-Marie, Portfolio & Quantitative Strategy Global Equity Research, Scotia Capital

First-day IPO performance has been excellent this year. Will the trend continue?

Source: Quartz, @jessefelder Read full article
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Bitcoin could not break resistance at $12k, tumbling with stocks on Thursday.
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Either Emerging market shares should begin outperforming, or gold needs go lower.

Source: BCA Research

Direct US government payments could account for almost 40% of net farm income this year.

Source: @N_Kauffman
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There is still a massive number of Americans out of work.

Source: @GregDaco

According to the National Federation of Independent Business, the share of US small firms who say
they plan to add workers in the coming months is at pre-crisis levels.

Source: @BloombergQuint Read full article

• Labor productivity spiked last quarter as employee hours collapsed. By the way, many firms may
decide to maintain lean staff through the recovery, which could keep productivity elevated.
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Bloomberg’s consumer sentiment index is starting to recover again.
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Tax havens attracting the most foreign earnings (3 charts):

Source: Statista
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Comfort with vaccination:

Source: @CivicScience
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Deal breakers for single adults looking for a relationship:

Source: Pew Research Center Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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